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The Problem: 
Rising cyberattacks with devastating consequences
In recent years, there have been an unprecedented number of breaches — even for some 
big-name companies. Despite significant effort and resources devoted to cybersecurity, 
vulnerabilities remain because of multiple modern challenges:

• Identity (the user) is the new perimeter
Work now commonly happens outside of the classic office network and users are the new, 
useful gateway. Once past a login, criminals can move laterally within a network, exploiting 
inherent trust to access sensitive data.

• Attackers are exploiting loopholes in MFA
The larger attack surface created by hybrid work increases opportunities for bad actors to 
find security-implementation gaps and weaknesses. They especially focus on user behavior. 
For example, causing user exasperation with a bombardment of authentication requests.

• Risk is rising and yet organizations remain unprepared
Companies are not focusing enough on user protection. Artificial Intelligence has made it 
easier to create sophisticated social engineering attacks and criminals are more organized 
— some even have tech support.

According to Cisco’s 2023 Cybersecurity Readiness Index report, 
only 15% of organizations globally have adequately prepared 

to handle the security risks of hybrid work.

– When MFA Is Not Enough

The Solution:
Compucom’s quick and easy deployment of Duo
To protect your organization, you need to reduce your reliance on passwords, enforce 
strong authentication factors that can’t be captured, and verify devices before allowing 
access. Whether users are your first, last, or only line of defense, Duo can help you at any 
step of your company’s cybersecurity journey.

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/en_us/products/security/cybersecurity-reports/cybersecurity-readiness-index/2023/cybersecurity-readiness-index-report.pdf
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Free Assessment and Trial
Want to see how Duo will benefit your company? Compucom can:

• Provision free trial licenses
• Conduct Duo solution demos, proof of value, and pilot

Top two reasons to use Compucom for Duo deployment:
1. Compucom’s expertise

Providing a well-planned, rapid Duo deployment that quickly increases      
and delivers effective protection.

2. Our flexible payment models:
• Traditional “Á la cart” – term license resale.
• Consumption “As You Grow” – monthly billing for total active users with  

unlimited applications protection; scale up or down with no term (stop 
anytime), no contract, and no minimum number of users.

Learn more about us and our Cisco partnership at compucom.com/cisco

The Benefits of Cisco Duo:
Implement Zero Trust Access with a user-friendly,
multi-layered security approach that includes:

• Phishing-resistant Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) 
• Single sign-on (SSO) 
• Duo Push and Duo Passwordless
• Trusted Endpoints
• Risk-based Authentication
• Out-of-box integration with Microsoft and other third-party applications.
• Comprehensive visibility into all devices that access protected applications.
• It is a cost-effective start to the journey towards a secure, passwordless future.

https://www.compucom.com/
https://www.compucom.com/ciscoduo
https://www.compucom.com/partners/cisco/

